2008 TRASH Regionals
Round 06
Bonuses
1. For ten points each, answer these questions about shows that were cancelled after airing just one episode.
1. One member of the unfortunate club was Emily's Reasons Why Not, which starred this actress as Emily. Her other
TV roles include Annie Blackburn on Twin Peaks and Dr. Molly Clock on Scrubs.
Answer: Heather Graham
2. On this ghoulish CBS reality show, friends and relatives of millionaire Bill Long competed to inherit his prized
Kansas ranch after he died.
Answer: The Will
3. This British sitcom, pulled after one episode in 1990, centered on a man, his wife, and their wacky Jewish
neighbors, the Goldensteins. Oh yeah, and did I mention that the main characters were Eva Braun and Adolf
Hitler?
Answer: Heil, Honey I'm Home
2. We've already asked you about "99 Problems." Answer the following questions about artists who produced other songs
that invoke that number for ten points each.
1. Gabriele Susanne Kerner and this eponymous band had a huge trans-Atlantic hit in 1984 with a Cold War protest
song called "99 Luftballoons."
Answer: Nena
2. Inspired in part by the film THX 1138, keyboardist David Paich wrote a love song to a nameless woman titled
"99" that became a minor hit for this soft-rock band; they would score a much bigger hit three years later when he
wrote an ode to Rosanna Arquette.
Answer: Toto
3. "99 Worlds" is a track from Up To No Good, a 1990 album by this former lead singer of the J. Geils Band and exhusband of Faye Dunaway.
Answer: Peter Wolf or Peter Blankfield
3. For ten points each, name these UK soccer rivals, none of which are Manchester United:
1. The Second City derby is another name given to the rivalry between Birmingham City and this cross-town
competitor.
Answer: Aston Villa Football Club
2. A heated North London rivalry exists between Tottenham Hotspur and this team that plays at Emirates Stadium.
Answer: Arsenal Football Club
3. Moving north, while the Old Firm rivalry in Glasgow may be Scotland's most celebrated football rivalry,
Edinburgh has a similarly fierce contest between Hibernian and this team currently managed by Romanian Csaba
Laszlo.
Answer: Hearts or Heart of Midlothian Football Club
4. Simpson isn't the only controversial O.J. For ten points each name these spokespersons attached to orange juice
advertisements.
1. Currently the voice of the Florida Orange Growers is this often-mustachioed, sometimes-political member of the
Board of Directors for the NRA.
Answer: Tom Selleck
2. In the 1990's this Florida transplant was hired and summarily dumped as the voice of Florida Citrus long before
his statements about Donovan McNabb, or Michael J. Fox, or well, you get the picture.
Answer: Rush Limbaugh
3. Beginning in 1948, this crooner and his family, and his second family, did ads for Minute Maid, in which he
owned a large portion of stock for the last 30 years of his life.
Answer: Bing Crosby

5. There's nothing like a Louis Armstrong song to add a touch of irony and cynicism to your movie. For ten points each:
1. A Joey Ramone cover of "What a Wonderful World" was used ironically over the closing credits of Bowling for
Columbine, while the Armstrong original plays over the credits of this 1995 apocalyptic time-travel adventure
directed by Terry Gilliam.
Answer: Twelve Monkeys
2. Armstrong's rendition of "Jeepers Creepers" plays ironically over the closing credits of this 1975 adaptation of a
Nathanael West novel, which climaxes with Homer Simpson being torn apart by a rioting mob at a Hollywood
premiere.
Answer: The Day of the Locust
3. "We Have All the Time in the World" was written especially for Armstrong to perform in this 1969 film; its title
recurs as the last line of dialogue, spoken by James Bond as he holds Tracy's dead body in his arms.
Answer: On Her Majesty's Secret Service
6. For ten points each, answer these questions about books that would suck the blood right out of you, if they could.
1. This 2006 book by Stephenie Meyer kicked off a series featuring Bella Swan, who falls for her high school
science lab partner, Edward Cullen, who just happens to be a vampire.
Answer: Twilight
2. Set in the 1930s, '50s and 1972, this book by Elizabeth Kostova takes its protagonist around Europe in search of
her father, and by extension Dracula, who is apparently still alive.
Answer: The Historian
3. Blood Canticle was the last book of the Vampire Chronicles, written by this author.
Answer: Anne Rice
7. For ten points each, name these famous Jeopardy! champions.
1. This former comedian and writer for CSI authored the book Prisoner in Trebekistan, about his experience as a
Jeopardy! champ, as well as Who Hates Whom. He shares his name with Bill Murray's character in Lost in
Translation.
Answer: Bob Harris
2. This man won not only the 2001 Jeopardy! Tournament of Champions but also 2002's "Million Dollar Masters"
and 2005's "Ultimate Tournament of Champions." He is the highest money-earner in Jeopardy! history.
Answer: Brad(ford) Rutter
3. This quizbowler who won over $200,000 in seven games in 2008, is the highest-earning female in the show's
history.
Answer: Larissa Kelly
8. Identify the artist from lyrics sung by him or her, 40-30-20-10-5-1.
1.
2.
3.
4.

[40] "Hey! Hey!"
[30] "Goose Got Me Loose. / Gone On Patrone. / Money In My Pocket. / And I'm All Up In The Zone Like"
[20] "Snap ya fingers! Do ya step! / You can do it all by yo self! / Let me see you do it"
[10] "We in the club gettin' crunk / You in the club gettin' stomped / We in the hood on the block / You in the
hood gettin' shot."
5. [5] "Bend over to the front touch toes back dat ass up and down and get low (get low)"
6. [1] "Okay" and "Yeah" from Usher's "Yeah!" featuring Ludacris and Lil' Jon.
Answer: Lil' Jon (or Jonathan Smith)

9. The third game in this series was released in 2008 while other recent entries include Brotherhood of Steel and Tactics.
For ten points each;
1. Name this series of post-apocalyptic RPG's.
Answer: Fallout
2. Players of the Fallout series are familiar with this handy RobCo device that comes in 2000 and 3000 models and
can be used to store data such as map information.
Answer: Pip-Boy
3. Original Fallout publisher Interplay also developed this 1988 post-apocalyptic RPG for EA. It focuses on a group
who leaves Ranger Center to help other survivors.
Answer: Wasteland
10. This player entered uncharted territory in 2008 by becoming the first major leaguer in history to strike out at least 200
times in a season. For ten points each:
1. Name the Diamondbacks infielder who wound up with 204 Ks for the season.A
Answer: Mark Reynolds
2. Reynolds bested the record set last year by this Phillie, who finished 2008 with 199 Ks, just as he did to set the
mark in '07.
Answer: Ryan Howard
3. While not quite reaching the level of Reynolds or Howard, this Oakland slugger set a new mark for American
League whiffery, getting rung up 197 times.
Answer: Jack Cust
11. Many are familiar with the traditional story of Jack and the Beanstalk, but how versed are you in alternate versions?
For ten points each:
1. The giant and his wife are two of the numerous casualties in this Stephen Sondheim musical based on various
fairytales.
Answer: Into the Woods
2. Jack and the Beanstalk was also reinterpreted by this British children's author in Revolting Rhymes, in which Jack
resolves to bathe every day after his smelly mother is eaten by the giant whilst trying to collect golden leaves.
Answer: Roald Dahl
3. Brian Henson directed this 2001 miniseries that purportedly relates the true events surrounding the tale.
Answer: Jack and the Beanstalk: The Real Story
12. For ten points each, name these films that mix live-action and animation in the same scene.
1. Gene Kelly dances with Jerry, of Tom and Jerry fame, in this 1945 musical.
Answer: Anchors Aweigh
2. In this last feature from Ralph Bakshi, Gabriel Byrne's comic book artist and Brad Pitt's cop are humans who
interact with the cartoon universe that is the home of Kim Basinger's sexy Holli Would.
Answer: Cool World
3. This 1971 musical includes Angela Lansbury dancing in an animated underwater setting.
Answer: Bedknobs and Broomsticks

13. He starred for a brief stint as Mr. Smith on CBS's short-lived Mr. & Mrs. Smith. FPTE:
1. Name this American actor who has leaped around television playing roles on shows like Matlock, Enterprise, and
Quantum Leap.
Answer: Scott Bakula
2. Bakula is used to playing various roles thanks to this Indiana-born Quantum Leap character's tendency to hop
from person to person.
Answer: Sam Beckett
3. Another Indiana-born character portrayed by Bakula was Danny, a young feline who wants to become a film star
but must overcome Darla Dimple in this 1997 film that won an Annie but failed financially thanks to competition
from Disney's Hercules.
Answer: Cats Don't Dance
14. Identify the following things described in country music lyrics, FPTE.
1. According to Garth Brooks, these pals hang out "where the whiskey drowns / and the beer chases my blues
away."
Answer: Friends in Low Places
2. Trace Adkins is quick to mention that "It's so hard not to stare" at someone in possession of this thing "Keepin'
perfect rhythm / Make ya wanna swing along."
Answer: Honky Tonk Badonkadonk
3. In 1988, Dwight Yoakam and Buck Owens mused, "You don't know me but you don't like me / You say you care
less how I feel / But how many of you that sit and judge me / Have ever walked" these titular things?
Answer: The Streets of Bakersfield
15. Cult of the Rat, for ten points each
1. Primarily broadcasting terrestrially on the AM dial like WDWD590 in Atlanta is this kid-themed megaprogrammer with channels on Sirius and XM 115
Answer: Radio Disney
2. New Horizons sold this tween-themed web chill-out place to Disney in August 2007 for $350 million. If
successful, the venture could pay out closer to $1 billion to the originators
Answer: Club Penguin
3. With the impending 2009 re-listing of Toon Disney, this cable programming block shared with ABC Family in
the mid-2000ï¿½s will be eliminated as a Disney brand. Viewers will still be able to find Pucca and Yin Yang Yo
on other Disney programming
Answer: Jetix
16. 1965 has been called the "Year of the Spy" in popular culture. For ten points each, name these series that premiered
that year.
1. This show, conceived as "James Bond on horseback," starred Robert Conrad and Ross Martin as 19th-century
secret agents who worked for President Grant.
Answer: The Wild Wild West
2. This show featured quite a bit of Cold War intrigue, as its protagonist was an Air Force major who worked for
NASA. In one early episode, he is abducted by Red Chinese agents right after making the title character swear an
oath not to help him.
Answer: I Dream of Jeannie
3. The clearest sign of the dominance of the spy genre in 1965 was the fact that this Gene Barry-starring detective
series changed its title to include the words "Secret Agent." 1965 also saw the premiere of its spin-off, Honey
West.
Answer: Burke's Law or Amos Burke, Secret Agent

17. For ten points each, name these US men's swimmers who are not Michael Phelps.
1. The oldest member of the men's team, he won two golds for relays, most notably when he overhauled France's
Alain Bernard in the anchor leg of the 4 by 100 meter freestyle relay.
Answer: Jason Lezak
2. He has won seven medals over the last three Olympics, all in medleys or his preferred discipline, the backstroke.
He set a world record in winning the 100 meter backstroke in Beijing.
Answer: Aaron Piersol
3. This butterfly specialist won a relay gold in Beijing, but is best known for getting a relay gold in Athens after
Michael Phelps gave him the spot on the team after earning it by winning the 100 fly individual gold.
Answer: Ian Crocker
18. Answer the following about a writer in the comics industry
1. The creator of Transmetropolitan, Planetary, and The Authority, this prolific Brit also publishes regular columns
on Second Life and on the Suicide Girls website.
Answer: Warren Ellis
2. Ellis is currently working on a straight-to DVD animated release with this title, subtitled Dracula's Curse, an
adaptation of the recent sequel of that name.
Answer: Castlevania
3. Online, Ellis is collaborating with Paul Duffield on this free webcomic involving 12 young people who destroyed
the world and are now trying to help rebuild in the London area.
Answer: Freakangels
19. The name Lester Speight may not ring a bell, but this man nicknamed "Mighty Rasta" has appeared in numerous
media. Answer the following about him for ten points each:
1. Speight is arguably best known as this Office Linebacker that originally debuted as a Reebok Super Bowl ad and
has recently been seen literally tackling the issues by taking down Sarah Palin.
Answer: Terry Tate: Office Linebacker
2. The Mighty Rasta had a small role as a dentist in the hood for this 2008 sequel about a trip to Amsterdam that
goes wrong when its protagonists are mistaken for terrorists.
Answer: Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay
3. Speight lent his voice to former Thrashball player Augustus Cole in this 2006 video game and its recent sequel.
Answer: Gears of War
20. She is currently a popular children's music performer who released the 2004 album Hey, Picasso. For ten points each:
1. Name this cult actress whose roles include Phoenix in Phantom of the Paradise, Steve Martin's wife in Pennies
from Heaven, Mark Linn-Baker's girlfriend in My Favorite Year, and the ballerina Suzy Bannion in Suspiria.
Answer: Jessica Harper
2. Harper took over playing this character from Susan Sarandon in the 1981 Rocky Horror Picture Show sequel
Shock Treatment.
Answer: Janet Majors (or Janet Weiss)
3. Harper is now semi-retired from acting; her last movie role to date was as the mother of the "precog" Agatha in
this 2002 Steven Spielberg action flick loosely inspired by a Philip K. Dick short story.
Answer: Minority Report

21. Answer these questions about the career of offbeat screenwriter and cult figure Darin Morgan for ten points each.
1. Morgan's unproduced script "The M Word" can be found on the DVD of this short-lived ABC revival of a '70s
horror series. It starred Stuart Townsend as reporter Carl Kolchak.
Answer: Night Stalker
2. Both Morgan and guest star Peter Boyle won Emmys for a 1995 episode of The X-Files about the "Final Repose"
of this character, who was the namesake of Buster Keaton's co-director on The General.
Answer: Clyde Bruckman (accept either first or last name)
3. Morgan created this Charles Nelson Reilly-portrayed writer on an episode of The X-Files and later featured him
on Millennium. Those episodes were titled after his "From Outer Space" and "Doomsday Defense."
Answer: Jose Chung (accept either first or last name)
22. Name these excitable college-rock songs that get fans on their feet in the sports arena for ten points each.
1. The 5-6-7-8's covered this Rock-a-Teens song in a scene from Kill Bill Vol. 1. The song was also used for Vonage
ads and is heard in between innings at Atlanta Braves games
Answer: Whoo Hoo
2. This two-minute ditty from their 1997 self-titled album gave Blur their first chart success in the U.S. Its "whoohoo" chorus is as familiar as its title is cryptic.
Answer: Song 2
3. Hitting Modern Rock Charts in the U.S. in 2000, this Dandy Warhols song became a bigger hit in the U.K. for its
prominence in ads. Sports fans get a little extra excitement from its "whoo-hoo-hoo" refrain.
Answer: Bohemian Like You

